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Physical properties of self-assembled nanosized cobalt particles
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Abstract

Fabrication, structural, magnetic and local electronic properties of cobalt metallic nanocrystals are reported. Nanosized
cobalt particles are synthesized in colloidal assemblies. After surface passivation and extraction of the nanocrystals from the
micellar media, cobalt nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution are obtained. The particles are then stable under air.
Deposited on a surface, the nanoparticles form a 2D hexagonal network spontaneously.

The magnetic properties are strongly dependent on the self-organization of cobalt nanocrystals. In a 2D self-assemblies,
collective properties originated from the dipolar magnetic interaction between adjacent particles are observed.

Isolated particles are studied by scanning tunneling microscopy at room temperature under air. The spectroscopy
experiments performed at 77 K show well-resolved Coulomb gap and Coulomb staircase features. q 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The synthesis of nanosized particles, with a well-
defined size and shape is an achievement that will
have important consequences in many fields of nan-

w xotechnology 1 . This nanocrystals has been shown to
form the basis for fabrication of lithographic masks
w x w x2 , ultramicroelectrodes from gold nanoparticles 3
or been used to study new quantum phenomena
leading to new electronic devices such as single

w xelectron tunneling transistors 4,5 . On the other
hand, since the characteristic energy involved in
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single electron tunneling decreases rapidly with in-
crease of the device size, the particles must be only

w xof few nanometers in diameter 6–8 in order to
surmount the problem of thermal fluctuations at room
temperature. It is possible to reach this size limit

Ž w x.using different physical see for example, Ref. 9 or
w xchemical processes 10,11 to obtain nanosized parti-

cles.
However, for operating nanosized-particles-based

devices at room temperature, it is necessary to fabri-
cate conductive islands separated by well-defined
tunneling barriers organized in a well-defined period-
ical structures. Recent progress in colloidal chem-

w xistry 10 has made this possible for some metals and
semiconductors. 2D and 3D self-assembled struc-

w xtures of semiconductor 13,14 or metallic particles
w x6,15–19 have been obtained. We succeed also in
forming self-assembled arrays of ferromagnetic

w xnanoparticles 20,21 . Such self-assembly shows spe-
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cific properties to be quite different from those of
isolated nanosized particles or bulk materials
w x12,20,21 .

In this paper, structural and self-organization of
cobalt nanocrystals are described by transmission

Ž . Ž .electron microscopy TEM , X-ray diffraction XRD
Ž .and small-angle X-ray scattering SAXS . Compari-

son of magnetic properties of similar nanocrystals
Ž .either dispersed in a solvent considered as isolated

or organized in 2D superlattices on graphite HOPG
is presented. Finally, STMrSTS data on the organi-
zation and local electronic properties of Co

nanocrystals deposited on the dodecanthiol self-as-
Ž .sembled monolayer SAM are presented.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Products

All materials were used without further purifica-
tion. CoCl , AOT and sodium borohydride, NaBH ,2 4

were purchased from Sigma, isooctane from Fluka.
Ž .The synthesis of Co AOT has been described else-2

Fig. 1. SAXS data for cobalt nanosized particles after redispersion in pyridine. Porod’s representation. The points represent the experimental
data. The solid line is the best adjustment assuming a sphere with gaussian polydispersity. Insert is the electronic density profil used for the

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .simulation. A Homogeneous particles of cobalt 8 nm . B Particles of cobalt 6 nm surrounded by a shell of B O . C Particles of2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .cobalt 6 nm surrounded by a shell of cobalt boride. D Particles of cobalt borides 6 nm surrounded by a shell of cobalt.
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w x Ž .where 21 . Co AOT is used as a stock solution at2

0.125 M in isooctane.

2.2. Apparatus

TEM image and electron diffraction spectroscopy
Ž .EDS patterns were obtained with a JEOL 100CX2
microscope. The solution was placed on a carbon-
coated copper grid and evaporated under a nitrogen
atmosphere. XRD measurements were carried out
using a STOE Stadi P goniometer with a Siemens
Kristalloflex X-ray generator with a cobalt anticath-

˚Ž .ode ls1.7809 A driven by a personal computer
through a DACO-MP Interface. The magnetic stud-
ies were performed using a commercial SQUID
magnetometer Cryogenic S600. The STMrSTS ex-
periments were performed at room temperature as

Ž .well as at low temperature 77 K using a home-built
w xSTMrSTS 24 . 3D organization is observed with an

Omicron STM VT apparatus operating at 77 K.

3. Result

3.1. Synthesis

w xIn our previous papers 20,21 , the synthesis of
cobalt nanocrystals, using reverse micelles as a mi-
croreactor, has been described. Cobalt particles are
obtained by mixing two micellar solutions having the

Ž . y2same diameter 3 nm : one contains 10 M cobalt
Ž . Ž Ž . .bis 2 ethyl-hexyl -sulfosuccinate Co AOT and the2

other one 2=10y2 M of sodium tetrahydroboride
Ž .NaBH . After mixing, the micellar solution re-4

mains optically clear and its color turns immediately
from pink to black, indicating the formation of col-
loidal particles. The particles are highly dispersed
and no aggregation occurs. They are extracted from
reverse micelles under anaerobic conditions, by co-
valent attachment of either tri-octyl-phosphine and

Ž .redispersed in pyridine particles I or coated by

Ž .Fig. 2. TEM patterns at different magnification A and B and histogram of size of the hexagonal ordered monolayer of cobalt nanoparticles.
This spontaneous self assembling is obtained by depositing a drop of solution on a TEM grid coated by amorphous carbon.
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Ž .lauric acid and redispersed in hexane particles II .
For both cases, this chemical surface treatment highly
improves the stability of cobalt exposed to air. Thus,
cobalt nanoparticles could be stored without aggrega-
tion or oxidation for at least 1 week.

3.2. Characterization

The particles I are either dispersed in pyridine or
can be obtained in powder form. After evaporation
under nitrogen, the XRD pattern shows a large band

˚Ž .centered at qs51.98 i.e., ds2.03 A . However,
the spectrum is poorly resolved so, the formation of

˚Ž .cobalt boride qs53.98; ds1.97 A cannot be
excluded. After annealing the powder under N at2

5008C for 2 h, the XRD spectrum shows the charac-
w xteristic pattern of FCC cobalt metal 22 . This struc-

ture differs from the HCP structure of cobalt metal
bulk phase. Note that the formation of FCC structure
of cobalt metallic particles has been already reported

Ž .Fig. 3. Hysteresis magnetization loops obtained at T s3 K. A
Ž .Diluted 0.005% in volume liquid solution of cobalt nanoparticles

Ž .in hexane; B cobalt nanoparticles deposited onto freshly cleaved
Ž .graphite HOPG and dried under argon to prevent oxidation.

w xin Ref. 23 . Reduction of cobalt ions by sodium
borohydrure induces formation of various products.
It has been well demonstrated in our previous paper
w x21 that the major part of the product is cobalt metal
nanoparticles. However, it is rather difficult to dis-
criminate the presence or absence of shell made of
various cobalt derivatives.

To solve the problem, SAXS has been used. As a
matter of fact, the electronic densities of the products
vary with their composition. This permits to deduce
formation of cobalt metal particles shelled by various
derivatives and vice versa. The SAXS intensity,
Ž .I q , of particles dispersed in pyridine as a function

of the wave vector q is recorded. To differentiate
between particles having a sharp interface or a shell
structure, various adjustments of the Porod plot are

Ž . 1compared to experimental data Fig. 1 . Assuming
that the particles are characterized by a sharp inter-

Žface, the electronic density profile is square insert,
.Fig. 1A . With a shell structure, the composition of

1 For a homogeneous sphere with a sharp interface, the scatter-
ing intensity is given by:

22w xI q f P q sf VF D r B qRŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .pol

with
3B x s 3 sin x y x cos x r x� 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .

where R, V, F, D r, are the radius and volume of one particle,
ŽThompson’s factor square of the classical electron radius, Fs

y2 6 2 .7.9=10 cm and the variation of the difference in the
electron densities of the sphere and the surrounding medium, re

and r , respectively. A convenient representation for homoge-m
Ž . 4nous diffusing spheres, is the Porod Plot, I q q vs. q, which

emphasizes the scattering at large q and then focuses on the
interface as

24lim I q q s2p D r S q™`Ž . Ž .
where S is the total interfacial area.
On assuming spherical particles having a shell structure with an
internal and external core, the scattering intensity is given by:

I q f P q sf VF r y r B qR q r y r B qR� 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .pol m e e e i i

where r and r are the electron densities of the external ande i

internal core of the particle, respectively. The particle radius is
given by:
Rs R q Re i

where R is the internal radius of the particles and R is thei e

thickness of the shell.
The characteristic diameter of the particles D is related to thec

Ž .first maximum and minimum of this representation by D nm sc

0.54rq s0.9r q .max min
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the internal and external core has to be defined. In all
cases, cobalt metal is taken as one component and a
boron derivative is selected for the second compo-
nent. To determine the compound, we take into
account the products usually formed in homogeneous
solution. Hence, the shell structure consists of cobalt
metal and either B O or Co B. We consider the2 3 2

following shell structures:

Ž .i the internal core is cobalt metal surrounded
either by B O or by Co B with an electronic2 3 2

density profile shown in the Fig. 1B and C inserts,
respectively.
Ž .ii the internal core is made of Co B with an2

external shell of cobalt metal. The electronic pro-
file is shown in the Fig. 1D insert.

The electronic densities of pure metallic cobalt,
r , pyridine, r , tri-octyl-phosphine, r , cobaltCo pyr top

boride, r , and borate, r , are 2.43, 0.31,Co2B B O2 3
y ˚30.29, 1.77 and 0.8 e rA , respectively. Because the

values of r and r are very close, it is impossi-pyr top

ble to discriminate between these two values and the
electronic density of the surrounded medium of the
spherical particles, r , is taken equal to r . Am pyr

good correlation between the experimental data and
the simulated curve is obtained for 8 nm spherical

Ž .particles with 9% as size distribution Fig. 1A . It is
noticeable that the simulated and experimental data
are in good agreement over a large q range espe-
cially for the positions of the maxima and minima
and their relative intensities. The Porod plots corre-
sponding to the various compositions that are ob-
tained assuming a shell structure are shown in Fig.
1B, C and D. None of these different shell-core
models, taking into account the possible products of
the chemical reduction, could adjust the experimental
data on the total q range value. From these data, it is
concluded that homogeneous cobalt spheres with a
sharp interface scatter. Taking into account the XRD
pattern, it is reasonable to conclude that cobalt metal-
lic particles are formed either without any shell made
of derivatives or with an atomic layer, which cannot
be detected in the present experimental conditions.

Deposition of a drop of solution on a carbon grid
allows us to observe a large coverage of particles
Ž .Fig. 2C locally arranged in a hexagonal network
Ž .Fig. 2A . The particle’s average size deduced from

Ž .the histogram Fig. 2B is 5.8 nm diameter with a
polydispersity of 11%. This is in good agreement
with the SAXS data.

Similar characterization is observed for particles
ŽII which differs from I by their coating and the

.solvent used to dispersed the nanocrystals behavior.
There is no effect of the subsequent coating on the
nature of the nanosized particles.

3.3. Magnetic properties

The magnetization curve at 150 K is simulated
from the Langevin relationship

M D sM x ctnh mHrkT ykTrmH� 4Ž . Ž .s

with msM p D3r6.s

Ž .In a given field H, M D is the magnetization of
particles with diameter D.

The total saturation magnetization of the overall
particles, M , is the sum of the saturation magnetiza-s

tion of each cobalt nanocrystal, MM ss:

M sN MM sss

where N is the number of particles. Assuming a log
normal size distribution, the magnetization of parti-
cles at a given field, H, is:

Ms M D P D d DŽ . Ž .H
Ž .where P D is the number of particles of a given

size, D. For the two set of samples, a good fit is
obtained at 150 K. This indicates a super-para-
magnetic behavior of the cobalt nanoparticles above
the blocking temperature. Excellent agreement be-

Ž .tween the results obtained by TEM 5.8 nm , SAXS
Ž . Ž .8 nm and magnetic measurements 5.5 nm meth-
ods confirms the value for the particle average diam-
eter and indicates non-directly on their stability. The
difference between SAXS and the other techniques is
due to the fact that with SAXS the TOP chains,
coating the nanoparticles, are taken into account. The
length of C8 chain is 1.2 nm, thus, the intrinsic
cobalt size is found to be 5.6 nm. The saturation
magnetization of nanocrystals dispersed in a solvent
is not reached. It is estimated from the extrapolation
of the plot of MrH vs. H. For particles I and II, it
is 80 and 110 emurg, respectively.
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At 3 K, the ferromagnetic behaviors of isolated
Ž .cobalt nanocrystals dispersed in a solvent and those

arranged in 2D superlattices are compared in Fig. 3.

In the rising magnetic field, the magnetization of
particles I dispersed in pyridine does not reach the
saturation at least up to 2 T. The ratio M rM isr s

ŽFig. 4. Constant current mode STM images of cobalt particles deposited in diluted and concentrated solutions on dodecanthiol SAM Is80
. Ž . 2pA, Vs1 V . The images are obtained at room temperature and in air. A Diluted solution. The image size is 166=166 nm . A hexagonal

Ž . 2packing of nanoparticles is shown in the insert. B Diluted solution. The image size is 83=83 nm . The z-profile of the particles marked
Ž .on the image is shown in the insert. C Concentrated solution. A 3D self-organisation ofnanoparticles is seen on this image. The image size

is 150=150 nm2.
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0.25. M and M are the remanent and saturationr s

magnetizations, respectively. The shape of hysteresis
loop is very smooth. The blocking temperature is
found to be equal to 58 K. The corresponding anisot-
ropy constant is about 2.4=106 ergrcm3. This is in

a good agreement with the anisotropy constant re-
Ž 6 3.ported for bulk FCC cobalt 2.7=10 ergrcm

w x23 .
When particles are organized in 2D superlattices,

the saturation is reached at 1.5 T. The shape of

Ž .Fig. 5. Spectroscopic data and STM images of corresponding zones obtained at 77 K at different tip positions. A STS data: the tip is
Ž . Ž .positioned on the SAM. B STM image of corresponding area of the SAM. insert is the sheme of the 63=63 R30. Reconstruction of

Ž . Ž . Ž .thiododecan on the Au 111 surfaces. C STS data: the tip is postionned above a small cluster of cobalt nanoparticles. D STM image of
Ž . Ž .the cluster. E STS d IrdV vs. V plot for the cluster shown in D. F Equivalent tunneling junction scheme.
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hysteresis loop differs from that observed with dis-
persed particles and tends to be square. The ratio
M rM is 0.44. The blocking temperature is 63 K.r s

3.4. STMrSTS experiments

Ž .Self-assembled well-organized monolayers SAM
Ž .of dodecanthiol on the Au 111 surface are prepared

w xas reported previously 24 . The structure of dode-
canthiol monolayer on Au surface has been studied

w xintensively 25–29 . The SAM patterns obtained by
Ž .STM, in air, show characteristic feature of Au 111

surfaces covered by alkane thiols: small holes of
1–10 nm in size with an apparent depth correspond-
ing to the thickness of one gold monolayer. This is
probably a result of substrate vacancy islands gener-
ated by chemical erosion during the self-assembly

w x Ž .process 29 . At higher resolution Fig. 4B , the
molecular ordering is clearly visible: the thiol
molecules show a characteristic brush-like arrange-
ment of the alkyl chains with the sulfur head group

Ž . Žordering into a 63=63 R308 structures insert, Fig.
.4B . Fig. 5A shows the topographic image obtained

at room temperature in air, once a drop of a dilute
Žsolution containing cobalt nanocrystals 0.01% in

.volume is deposited onto the SAM. The coated
particles are then ‘‘grafted’’ on the SAM by interdig-
itation between the dodecanethiol alkyl chains used
to make the SAM and those to coat the nanocrystals.
This stabilizes the nanoparticles on a conducting
surface. Fig. 5A shows clusters made of few parti-
cles locally arranged on the surface. The constant
current z-deflection scan performed across one parti-
cle is presented in the insert of Fig. 5B. While
increasing the particle concentration dispersed in the
solution by a factor 5 in some parts of the surface 3D
self-assemblies of nanocrystals arranged in hexago-

Ž .nal close packing can be resolved Fig. 5D . In the
Ž .spectroscopic mode, the local I V characteristics of

the tip–sample junction is analyzed for various posi-
tions over the SAM with or without of presence of
nanocrystals. The data presented here have been
recorded at 77 K, under a low pressure of helium

Ž .exchange gas. A linear I V response is observed
from the SAM covered gold surface without any

Ž . Žparticle Fig. 4A . With a single particle or a small
. Žcluster, Fig. 4D , a double tunneling junction Fig.

. Ž .4F , which exhibits highly non-linear I V spectrum

Ž .if the tip is positioned directly above the particle s
Ž .Fig. 4C and E is observed. This typical spectrum
Ž .see Fig. 4C has the characteristics of the well-
known Coulomb blockade effects. Fig. 4E shows a
very large Coulomb blockade with a large asymmet-

Ž .ric Coulomb gap 0.5 V .

4. Discussion

The extrapolated saturation magnetization of par-
Ž .ticles dispersed in pyridine is low 80 emurg com-

Ž .pared to that of the FCC bulk material 162 emurg .
This large discrepancy can be attributed to the strong
interactions between both pyridine and tri-octyl-
phosphine with cobalt atoms at particles surfaces.
Pyridine used as solvent is adsorbed at the particle
interface. This electron donor kills the magnetization

w xsurface contribution 30 . This is confirmed by the
fact that when similar particles are solubilized in
hexane and coated by lauric acid, the saturation
magnetization reaches 110 emurg. This value is still
lower than the bulk value but confirms changes in
magnetization with the layer or solvent adsorbed at
the nanocrystal surface.

Comparison of magnetic properties of particles I
Ž .either dispersed in a solvent considered as isolated

or arranged in 2D superlattices shows a change in
the shape of hysteresis loop, in the ratio M rMr s

value, in the blocking temperature and on the applied
field needed to reach saturation magnetization.

When particles are arranged in 2D superlattices:

Ž .i the shape of the hysteresis loop is sharper
compared to isolated particles;
Ž .ii the ratio M rM is 0.44 for self-assembliesr s

and 0.25 for isolated particles;
Ž . Žiii the blocking temperature increases 63 K for

.self-assembled and 58 K for isolated nanocrystals ;
and
Ž . Živ the saturation magnetization is reached it is

.not with isolated particles .

These changes in magnetization properties can be
attributed to an increase in the interaction between
particles when they are deposited on a substrate. The
origin of these interactions can be either dipolar or
an exchange coupling. The latter can be excluded.
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As a matter of fact, the distance between the edge of
Ž .two neighboring particles is too large 2 nm , and

there is no coalescence as it is clearly shown from
Ž .TEM pattern Fig. 2 . Hence, the magnetic dipolar

interactions between particles can be retained. These
interactions could be either due to the self-organiza-
tion with collective flip of magnetization between
adjacent particles or to a high local volume fraction
of particles randomly dispersed. To distinguish be-
tween these two possibilities, hysteresis loops have
been recorded under various directions of the applied
field toward the substrate. Preliminary data indicates
that the shape of the hyteresis loop changes with the
orientation of the applied field. This change can be
attributed to magnetic dipole–dipole interactions in-
duced by the self-organization of the particles on the
substrate. These experiments have to be confirmed.
From this, it seems reasonable to conclude that
collective magnetic properties observed when parti-
cles are arranged in 2D superlattices are due to the
self-organization in hexagonal network.

When coated cobalt nanoparticles are deposited
onto the SAM, it acts as a brush: due to a weak
interdigitation between the SAM and the chains of
the particle coating, the nanoparticles are immobi-
lized on the surface. Thus, the particles can be
imaged without moving them irreversibly with the
tip. The atomic steps of the gold substrate as well as
the holes on the SAM act as nucleation centers to
form the self-assembled state of cobalt nanoparticles.
This defect on the surface corresponds to defect in
the SAM and thus probably favors the penetration of
the lauric acid chains inside the dodecanthiol SAM
at the gold surfaces. It is important to note that the
apparent height of the particle obtained by STM
experiment is just about 2.5 nm, whereas its lateral

Ž .apparent size is of 5.5 nm insert, Fig. 4B when
TEM and SAXS data indicates spherical particles.
This effect is probably due to the local density of

Ž .charge DOS or tunneling barrier height perturba-
tions, caused by the presence of the lauric acid
chains at the surface of the particles, which may act
as an insulating coat. Another possible explanation
of this could be due to the shape of the tip. It seems
to play a minor role, since the lateral apparent diame-
ter of particles corresponds quite well to their physi-
cal size. The ohmic behavior observed on SAM
without particles indicates that the SAM acts as a

uniform insulating layer between the gold surface
and the tip and does not modify significantly the
DOS of the sample near the Fermi level. The
Coulomb blockade effect, observed on nanoparticles
deposited on SAM, is a consequence of the discrete-
ness of electron charge: The transfer of an electron
by tunneling between two initially neutral regions of
capacitance C increases the electrostatic energy of
the system by an amount e2r2C. At small voltages
eV-e2r2C, the tunneling current is therefore sup-
pressed due to this charging energy. Thus, a thresh-
old voltage Vser2C is obtained in the tunneling
current vs. bias voltage dependence. By plotting
d IrdV vs. the bias voltage V, further clear signa-

Ž .tures are obtained Fig. 5C , the Coulomb staircase.
This effect results from the incremental increase of
the current at bias voltages where it is energetically
more favorable for each additional electron to cross
the barrier. The observed asymmetry is probably due
to partial net charge on the group of particles. We
should mention here that we were able to obtain the
STM images of the sample even after a sample
exposure to air during 1 week. No significant changes
of particle shape, their organization or spectroscopic
data were found. It seems that the high stability of
the particles under ambient conditions is due to their
natural molecular coating.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we describe the synthesis of metal-
lic cobalt nanocrystals having 5.5 nm as average
diameter and stable under air. This method allows an
easy deposition of these objects as well as their
fixation on the sample surface. This is usually ob-
tained only by ‘‘hard’’ techniques. We are able to
control the deposition of the particles, and their
organization in 2D and 3D periodic structures. Mag-
netization studies show that collective behavior takes
place in the self-assembled state. The changes in the
hysteresis loop for a 2D network of cobalt nanoparti-
cles are observed and attributed to collective flips of
magnetization of groups of adjacent particles. Topo-
graphic STM images of coated cobalt particles clearly
show the 2D and 3D local ordering of deposited
particles as a function of their concentration. The
substrate surface defects play the role of the nucle-
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ation centers for 2D particle organizations. The low
Ž .temperature STS 77 K show the signature of the

single electron tunneling across the ‘‘PtrIr tip —
single particle — gold substrate’’ double tunneling
junction.

Such a self-assembly state being an intermediate
state between bulk and nanomaterials offers numer-
ous possibilities not only for technological applica-
tions, but also for fundamental research.
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